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By Alfonso X El Sabio; Pedro Sánchez-Prieto Borja (Editor)

Fundación José Antonio Fernández de Castro, MADRID, 2009.
Hard Cover - Tela. Book Condition: New. Dust Jacket Condition:
New. This monumental edition of one of the most extensive
works of the Middle Ages is now published COMPLETE, for the
first time in 800 years. It includes six parts, published in 5 boxed
two-volume sets, each with a specific ISBN for the boxed two
volume set. Alfonso X el Sabio engaged in writing a complete
history of the world, mostly paraphrasing the Bible, but
including also material from other know sources. His sixth
part, unfinished and rather brief, brings the work up to the
birth of Christ. This volume is part of the editions of Spanish
classical authors from the Middle Ages to contemporary times,
from Alfonso X el Sabio and Gonzalo de Berceo to Miguel de
Unamuno. Most volumes are illustrated. Standing orders are
also welcome. This is now the most extensive standard,
uniform edition of classical authors in Spanish, scheduled to
have over 500 titles. Important note: A two volume set of the
Primera parte was published in 2001 with the ISBN: 978-84-
89794-41-2 for the two vol. set. With the publication of the
complete work in 2009, this initial...
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A whole new eBook with a brand new viewpoint. Yes, it is perform, continue to an interesting and amazing literature.
You wont truly feel monotony at whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogs are for concerning should you
ask me).
-- Ma r g ie Ja skolski-- Ma r g ie Ja skolski

It is straightforward in read through safer to recognize. It really is full of knowledge and wisdom I am just easily could
get a satisfaction of reading a created pdf.
-- Mr . Sig r id Swa nia wski PhD-- Mr . Sig r id Swa nia wski PhD
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